DM800i™ Specifications

Dimensions
- Size (With Drop Stacker): 122 cm (48") L x 48 cm (19") D x 47 cm (18.5") H
- Size (With Power Stacker): 137 cm (54") L x 48 cm (19") D x 47 cm (18.5") H
- Weight: 35.3 kg (78 lb)

Electrical
- 120V, 60Hz (Single Outlet)
- UL Approved
- ENERGY STAR® Compliant
- 64 db

Speed
- Up to 210 letters per minute

Envelope and Card Sizes
- Envelope Sizes:
  - minimum: 3.5 x 5.5"
  - maximum: 10 x 13"
- Thickness:
  - minimum: .007
  - maximum: 5/8"
- Sealer Flap Depth:
  - minimum: 1"
  - maximum: 3"

Connectivity Requirements
- Connects to a standard analog phone line.
- Supplied installation kit includes phone line splitter and six foot phone cord.
- IntelliLink™ Control Centre easily detaches to simplify connections.

Standard Operating Features
- Auto-Dating
- Multiple Tapes (1-99)
- Low Postage Alert
- High Value Protection
- Original Value Resetting
- Sealant Level Indicator
- Seal Only And No Seal Modes
- Low Ink Alert
- Password Security
- Standard Envelope Advertisements
- Maximum Thickness Warning

Our Commitment to Service
We are committed to providing our customers with the finest products and solutions backed by the highest quality service and customer care. We have a coast-to-coast network of trained Pitney Bowes service specialists plus a series of Advanced Customer Service Solutions to ensure our customers always receive the highest levels of service and support. Ask your Pitney Bowes Sales Representative for more information about our Customer Satisfaction Guarantee.

At Pitney Bowes, we offer integrated mail and document management solutions that can significantly improve your communication flow, increase revenue and ultimately, drive shareholder value. Our solutions include:
- Mail Management
- Document Management
- Strategic Outsourcing
- Small Business Solutions

Pitney Bowes
5500 Explorer Drive
Mississauga, ON L4W 5C7
For more information call: 1 800 672-6937
www.pitneybowes.ca

Pitney Bowes
Engineering the flow of communication™

Digital Mailing System
DM800™ with IntelliLink™ Technology
Durability engineered in to get your mail out fast
The DM800i™ Mailing System Delivers New Levels Of Productivity And Durability!

Productivity Simplified
One of the greatest challenges of advancing technology is keeping it simple to use. This has been the overriding objective as we have rewritten the rules for mail processing. The result… the DM Series™ suite of Mailing Systems.

Mail is a crucial tool for retaining your hard-earned customers, it is a proven way to keep your product or service in front of your customers. That’s why we’ve developed an entirely new family of simple yet productive Mailing Systems. The DM Series™ delivers on this promise. It is flexible enough to support Canada Post compliance regulations, and introduces our revolutionary IntelliLink™ Technology – your electronic portal to a host of networked services.

So whether you’re looking for an entry level system or a fully featured system, the DM Series™ can meet your needs.

More Rugged And Productive Than Anything In Its Class
- Versatile Feeding – the DM800i™ can automatically feed material of varying thickness (up to 5/8”). Only minimum adjustments are needed to accommodate mail ranging in size from postcards to a 10” x 13” flat. This reduces the need for sorting and improves productivity.
- Integrated Weighing Option – The integrated scale (5 kg or 7 kg) lets you easily process individual or overweight pieces with the correct postage – every time.
- Secure Sealing – a pump fed system with a durable transport ensures a tip-to-tip seal every time. This protects envelope contents from damage or loss.
- Built To Last – Advanced engineering has produced a machine with more capabilities but fewer moving parts. With fewer components to wear, the DM800i™ is designed to deliver long term, reliable operation and maximum uptime: 100% access to the envelope path makes for quick adjustments and protects contents from damage.
- Streamlined High Speed Processing – The DM800i™ feeds, seals, imprints postage and stacks your mail at up to 220 envelopes per minute. Throughput like this gets big jobs done quickly.

IntelliLink™ Control Centre Delivers A New Standard In Ease Of Use
- IntelliLink™ Control Centre – All of the system’s functions (i.e. set-up, rating, processing, software updates, etc.) are activated and controlled from a single point. This makes the operation so easy that even casual operators get the job done faster.
- Easy-To-Read Prompts – these clear instructions guide even the most inexperienced user through the steps needed to get the mail out efficiently.

Accounting Functionality To Match Mailing Productivity
- Flexibility To Meet Your Needs – The DM800i™ gives you virtually unlimited accounting options. You can take advantage of the system’s internal storage capacity for up to 300 accounts. Need more accounts? Take advantage of one of our more enhanced scale options. Now you can monitor, track, store and report every cent spent on postage, making your mail centre a tightly controlled, profit-oriented operation.
- Integrated Keyboard Saves Steps – Manage all accounting and report selection at the Control Centre to simplify the data entry process and increase productivity.

Engineered To Enhance Productivity
- Drop-In Roll Tape – Self-adhesive tape is quick and easy to replace. And the system dispenses cut-to-size tape to eliminate waste.
- Drop Down Deck – Simplified access to the entire feed path ensures that your envelopes and contents are protected against damage.
- Power Stacker – Maximizes mail piece throughput, and frees up the operator from emptying the stacker frequently.

External Weighing Options Deliver More Productivity and Savings
- Interfaced Weighing Platform – Configure the best system for your applications by choosing either the 5 kg or 7 kg integrated scale or you can consider one of our interfaced scale options with maximum capacities of 12 kg or 35 kg.
- Differential Weighing – Allows you to process mixed weight mail pieces and parcels together in the same run. Just place your mail on the platform. As you remove each single piece, the correct rate is calculated and the proper postage is printed.

Digital Technology Provides Unequaled Flexibility!
- Razor-Sharp Digital Printing – Inkjet printing creates crisp, razor sharp images. No more broken imprints due to unevenly filled envelopes.
- IntelliLink™ Technology – Has the flexibility to support Canada Post compliance standards.
- Envelope Advertising – You can print a message on every envelope you mail with your choice of envelope ads.
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Productivity Simplified

One of the greatest challenges of advancing technology is keeping it simple to use. This has been the overriding objective as we have rewritten the rules for mail processing. The result... the DM Series™ suite of Mailing Systems. Mail is a crucial tool for maintaining your hard-earned customers, as it is a proven way to acquire new ones, and it carries your cash flow. It's a critical communication tool that can't be overlooked. That's why we've developed an entirely new family of simple yet productive mailing systems.

The DM Series™ delivers on this promise. It is flexible enough to support Canada Post compliance regulations, and introduces our revolutionary IntelliLink™ Technology — your electronic portal to a host of networked services. So whether you're looking for an entry level system or a fully featured system, the DM Series™ can meet your needs.

The DM800i™ Mailing System Delivers New Levels Of Productivity And Durability!

More Rugged And Productive Than Anything In Its Class

- **Versatile Feeding** — the DM800i™ can automatically feed material of varying thickness (up to 5/8”). Only minimum adjustments are needed to accommodate mail ranging in size from postcards to a 10” x 13” flat. This reduces the need for sorting and improves productivity.
- **Integrated Weighing Option** — The integrated scale (5 kg or 7 kg) lets you easily process individual or overweight pieces with the correct postage — every time.
- **Secure Sealing** — a pump fed system with a durable transport ensures a tip-to-tip seal every time. This protects envelope contents from damage or loss.
- **Built To Last** — Advanced engineering has produced a machine with more capabilities but fewer moving parts. With fewer components to wear, the DM800i™ is designed to deliver long term, reliable operation and maximum uptime: 100% access to the envelope path makes for quick adjustments and protects contents from damage.
- **Streamlined High Speed Processing** — The DM800i™ feeds, seals, imprints postage and stacks your mail at up to 220 envelopes per minute. Throughput like this gets big jobs done quickly.

IntelliLink™ Control Centre Delivers A New Standard In Ease Of Use

- **IntelliLink™ Control Centre** — All of the system's functions (i.e. set-up, rating, processing, software updates, etc.) are activated and controlled from a single point. This makes the operation so easy that even casual operators get the job done faster.
- **Easy-To-Read Prompts** — these clear instructions guide even the most inexperienced user through the steps needed to get the mail out efficiently.

Accounting Functionality To Match Mailing Productivity

- **Flexibility To Meet Your Needs** — The DM800i™ gives you virtually unlimited accounting options. You can take advantage of the system’s internal storage capacity for up to 500 accounts. Need more accounts? Take advantage of one of our more enhanced accounting solutions. Now you can monitor, track, store and report every cent spent on postage, making your mail centre a tightly controlled, profit-oriented operation.
- **Integrated Keyboard Saves Steps** — Manage all accounting and report selection at the Control Centre to simplify the data entry process and increase productivity.

Engineered To Enhance Productivity

- **Drop-In Roll Tape** — Self-adhesive tape is quick and easy to replace. And the system dispenses cut-to-size tape to eliminate waste.
- **Drop Down Deck** — Simplified access to the entire feed path ensures that your envelopes and contents are protected against damage.
- **Power Stacker** — Maximizes mail piece throughput, and frees up the operator from emptying the stacker frequently.

External Weighing Options Deliver More Productivity And Savings

- **Interfaced Weighing Platform** — Configure the best system for your applications by choosing either the 5 kg or 7 kg integrated scale or you can consider one of our interfaced scale options with maximum capacities of 12 kg or 35 kg.
- **Differential Weighing** — Allows you to process mixed weight mail pieces and parcels together in the same run. Just place your mail on the platform. As you remove each single piece, the correct rate is calculated and the proper postage is printed.

Digital Technology Provides Unequaled Flexibility!

- **Razor-Sharp Digital Printing** — Inkjet printing creates crisp, razor sharp images. No more broken imprints due to unevenly filled envelopes.
- **IntelliLink™ Technology** — Has the flexibility to support Canada Post compliance standards.
- **Envelope Advertising** — You can print a message on every envelope you mail with your choice of envelope ads.
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